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82% of organizations today employ cyber threat intelligence in their cybersecurity programs, 
but only 25% of teams believe their threat intelligence investments deliver against actual 
business objectives. Simultaneously, the volume of information sources and telemetry from 
which threat intelligence can be extracted has grown exponentially. Cyber threat intelligence 
(CTI) has become a data problem that humans alone can no longer solve. 

Singularity Signal 
Singularity Signal is an open threat intelligence platform that combines artificial- and human-based 
intelligence to provide context, enrichment, and actionability to cyber data. This empowers you to 
stay a step ahead of adversaries with unparalleled insight into the attacker mindset.

With Singularity Signal, you gain a complete, tailored picture of how you’re impacted by ad-
vanced persistent threats (APTs), nation-state groups, and emergent attacks such as zero-days 
through real-time enrichment of tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs), ongoing threat 
intelligence reporting curated by our experts, and easy integration of custom threat intelligence 
sources and data streams through the Singularity Marketplace and API. This helps you take a 
more proactive, informed approach to your defenses.

SOLUTION 
HIGHLIGHTS 

Remove operational barriers 
to running a CTI program
Leverage the Signal AI engine 
paired with human intelligence 
to receive real-time insights on 
adversaries and predict their next 
moves.

Take a proactive approach to 
cyber threat defense   
Understand the unique threat 
landscape faced by your 
organization and take steps to 
reduce your exposure before an 
attack occurs.

Seamlessly ingest data and 
integrate with solutions 
across your security stack  
Ingest structured, unstructured, 
and semi-structured data on 
demand from any technology or 
platform, and get started with 
our Marketplace integrations in 
just a few clicks.
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Singularity Signal 
Human Intelligence Powered by AI
The Singularity Signal AI engine collects and aggregates billions of signals across global Net-
Flow data, C2 & Botnet cyber intelligence, honeypots, sinkholes, domain registration, DDNS, 
and more. Our dedicated research team further refines this intelligence by performing TTP 
correlation, enrichment of alerts with attribution, identification of previously unknown threats, 
and high-impact threat intelligence reporting.



Key Benefits

Receive enriched intelligence through continuous, expert-
level threat monitoring

Singularity Signal provides real-time TTP correlation to help SOC analysts under-
stand who’s targeting their environment, what has already occurred, and what may 
happen next.

Gain proactive insights on global campaigns and adversaries

Singularity Signal delivers actionable guidance on threat actors, novel attacks, and 
zero-days through ongoing threat intelligence reporting, helping you take a more pro-
active approach to your defenses. 

Easily bring in 3rd party cyber data for a full ecosystem 
picture

Singularity Signal enables you to bring your own cyber data into the platform for re-
al-time TTP correlation and global campaign analysis.

Integrate with trusted threat analysis and enrichment tools 
in just a few clicks 

The in-product Singularity Marketplace lets you integrate with popular threat intelli-
gence data streams, intelligence synchronization services, and sandboxing solutions 
in a few short steps.

“
Fantastic experience from beginning 
to end

Security and Risk Management Role 
Energy & Utilities, 500M - 1B USD
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“
Very proactive, supportive and 
professional team

Infrastructure and Operations Role 
Media Firm, 500M - 1B USD

 

Innovative. Trusted. Recognized.

Record Breaking ATT&CK Evaluation

• No missed detections. 100% visibility
• Most Analytic Detections 2 years running 
• Zero Delays. Zero Config Changes

A Leader in the 2021 Magic Quadrant 
for Endpoint Protection Platforms

Highest Ranked in all Critical 
Capabilities Report Use Cases

4.9

98% of Gartner Peer InsightsTM

Voice of the Customer Reviewers 
recommend SentinelOne
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About SentinelOne

More Capability. Less Complexity. SentinelOne is pioneering the future of cybersecurity 
with autonomous, distributed endpoint intelligence aimed at simplifying the security stack 
without forgoing enterprise capabilities. Our technology is designed to scale people with 
automation and frictionless threat resolution. Are you ready?

sentinelone.com

sales@sentinelone.com
+ 1 855 868 3733
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“
Knowledgeable and highly responsive 
team

Security and Risk Management Role 
Healthcare, 1B - 3B USD

“
Very useful add-on service

Security and Risk Management Role 
Manufacturing, 1B - 3B USD


